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[focus – interior design]

Tianjin Binhai
Library
Tianjin, China
MVRDV
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Photography by Ossip van Duivenbode

This unusual, eye-catching, public library holds 1.2 million actual
books (paper and ink), plus a lecture theatre, and serves as a
cultural centre for this coastal city not far from Beijing. It joins
a parkside precinct of cultural edifices designed by a cluster of
international architects such as Bernard Tschumi and Bing Thom,
all connected within a masterplan by German practice Gerkan,
Marg and Partners (GMP). From outside, the building enclosure
is an oversized box strapped with a horizontal lattice that doesn’t
initially disclose its purpose. One side of the box connects to a
covered public corridor by GMP, while the other faces the park
across a large empty plaza, of the type found all over China’s
urban landscape. At the centre of both facades is a huge oblong
break in the lattice, revealing giant glazed panels giving a view into
the library space, and the glowing orb at its centre.
Things get much more interesting inside. The main hall, organised
around that white ball – which holds the auditorium, of course
– is a bright white cavern of bookshelves that curl, rise, bend
and overhang the perimeter. It is as if one had wandered into
a fantasy world conceived by a bibliophile. The innovation is in
using bookshelves themselves to form the surrounding shape
of the room, and serve as walls, staircases, balconies, seating
banks, ceiling and even sun-shading louvres on the facade. It is
a topography of books arranged along the seemingly endless
white shelves. Since they cantilever outward as they rise, leaning
over the hall overhead, they define the spatial experience, even
as they display an ‘infinite’ library of actual titles. The sense of
wonderment is enhanced by the upper shelves, which appear
to hold books impossible to reach. The original design accessed
these vertigo-inducing shelves from rooms behind, but the idea
was dropped by the client during design development, thus the
‘books’ up there are fakes, at least for now. Nevertheless, they
convey the concept clearly enough.
The organic approach is not only right up MVRDV’s design alley,
it’s a response to the banality of the rectangular building envelope
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that was assigned to them as part of the
commission. Consider it a quiet protest of
sorts, or simply appreciate the heightened
contrast between inside and outside. The
sheer scale of the space is intended to
accentuate its public role; the architects
conceived of it as much an interior plaza
as a place to locate a book in. Socialising,
hanging out with friends, watching life go
by… it is an ‘urban living room’.
There are other ancillary spaces at
the perimeter, devoted to education,
administration, storage and archive,
children’s reading rooms, meeting rooms,
lounges, offices and computer and audio
rooms. The roof holds two open terraces.
It is somewhat unfortunate that the orb
occupies the centre of the space. Sitting
like a giant golf ball upon a too-typical
white-tiled floor (Let China someday
escape the curse of vast white-tile floors!),
it is the only letdown in the space. The
ceiling above it, which opens thrillingly
into an upper atrium, is almost made
visually redundant by the orb. It would
have been so much more exciting if a
‘negative’ in the floor descended into the
earth, perhaps with more books, as an
answer to the three dimensions of the
space. But Chinese clients rarely pass up
an opportunity to plug a big space with a
cliche, so MVRDV probably isn’t to blame.
The cavern of books is a showstopper in
any case, joining history’s long tradition
of memorable repositories of knowledge
and pleasure. Tianjin has earned some
bragging rights here.

[focus – architecture]

House in Ourem
Ourem, Portugal
Filipe Saraiva Arquitectos

Photography by Joao Morgado – Architectural Photography
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In the somewhat arid environs of this
region of Portugal, set amid farmland and
scattered villas and in sight of the Castle of
Ourem, this new house sits proudly atop
a gently sloping site of rectangular shape.
The building hugs the rear left side of the
plan, its northwest corner. A long, concrete
driveway squeezes alongside it, next to the
property line. The rest of the site is devoted
to garden. Because the plan is extended and
narrow, the building acts as something like
a wall sheltering the large garden from one
flank. The parti sets the vehicles to the back,
in a separated garage structure of the same
width as the house, creating a courtyard. The
long bulk of the house, which roughly takes
the volumetric form of a barn, spouts one
protrusion: an abstracted one-storey box that
thrusts out into the garden. This ‘addition’
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to the simplicity of the plan turns out to
contain another courtyard, tiny and entirely
enclosed, appearing as a surprise in the most
private zone of the house.
The building’s front end offers a deep porch
or loggia protected by pulling the roof and
side walls forward of the enclosure plane
of glass. This serves as a second living room,
open to the temperature but protected
from sun and rain. As it occupies the full
volumetric space of the house form behind,
it becomes a characteristic prow of the
building. Indeed, this front feature, though
simple, has enjoyed widespread media
exposure. It is an attractive, inviting space,
to be sure; one can imagine the family
spending much time here. At the forward
end the side walls and roof ‘break down’
into separated struts, as if the house were
fraying at its edge. This makes a kind of
pergola wrapping the space, allowing shafts
of sunlight to glance in and mark the time
of day. The surfaces of the portico are all in

wood boards, handsomely setting off the black
metal structure and window frames. A minimalist
firebox cuddles one wall, perfect for chillier
evenings outside.
Inside, behind this porch, is a large doubleheight living area with dining and kitchen,
resting in front of a central staircase that leads
up to a partial second floor. Bedrooms and an
open studio space are found here, the latter
overlooking the living room below. All rooms
record the pitched roof in their sloped ceilings,
underlining the basic form of the building. White
is the predominant tone throughout the house,
with dashes of warm wood veneers and black
metal to punch things up.
The house has large proportions; the pitched
roof feels very high above the living room, its
effects amplified by seeing its extension over the
porch through the glass wall. The constructed
area is only 410 sqm, but feels somewhat larger.
A witty feature appears towards the back of the
main public room: a glass aperture into a single
garage space featuring a collectible auto. Other
secondary components include a little Corten
folly around the midpoint of the driveway – the
entrance pavilion (front door) that pops out from
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the blank side elevation like a character,
extending a tongue of rusty steel down steps
into a short walkway. The orange tone of
this little piece looks awfully sharp against
the principal material of the building’s
exterior: blackened, prefabricated concrete
panels. These reach from the base slab
to the roofline, and disclose the modular
organisation of the construction system. But
really they are there to look smashing in
contrast with the Corten or golden-toned
timber. Something else that looks good: the
‘back’ end of the house. As if to answer the
front portico, it is clad entirely in translucent,
white polycarbonate panels. Set into the
outlining black frame, these make for a
facade attractive enough to be primary,
though here it looks onto the rear car court.
No matter, driving in and out will give the
owners a separate moment of pride. And if
that happens at night, the elevation becomes
a giant lantern of welcome.
The landscaping programme surrounding
House in Ourem is possibly the one aspect
that feels overdesigned. Granted, such
matters are subjective, and with time it may
grow in convincingly, but there is a lot going
on for its actual area. It is possible that the
scale and fussiness of the garden was meant
to contrast with the persuasive simplicity
and minimalism – in relation to scale – of
the architecture. Regardless, House in
Ourem is a standout residence impossible to
remain nonchalant about. Filipe Saraiva has
taken archetypes and tweaked them into a
humanist, inspiring shelter for life.

